Verification of a research prototype for hemodynamic analysis of cerebral aneurysms.
Owing to its clinical importance, there has been a growing body of research on understanding the hemodynamics of cerebral aneurysms. Traditionally, this work has been performed using general-purpose, state-of-the-art commercial solvers. This has meant requiring engineering expertise for making appropriate choices on the geometric discretization, time-step selection, choice of boundary conditions etc. Recently, a CFD research prototype has been developed (Siemens Healthcare GmbH, Prototype - not for diagnostic use) for end-to-end analysis of aneurysm hemodynamics. This prototype enables anatomical model preparation, hemodynamic computations, advanced visualizations and quantitative analysis capabilities. In this study, we investigate the accuracy of the hemodynamic solver in the prototype against a commercially available CFD solver ANSYS CFX 16.0 (ANSYS Inc., Canonsburg, PA, www.ansys.com) retrospectively on a sample of twenty patient-derived aneurysm models, and show good agreement of hemodynamic parameters of interest.